DATE: October 7, 2008

SUBJECT: Federal Reserve and other central banks announce schedules for term and forward actions of U.S. dollar liquidity for fourth quarter.

HIGHLIGHTS: Central banks recently announced coordinated actions to expand the provision of U.S. dollar liquidity. Today, the central banks are announcing schedules for term and forward auctions of U.S. dollar liquidity conducted during the fourth quarter of this year. These schedules include dates of any 28-day and 84-day term auctions and two preliminary dates for any forward auctions of U.S. dollar liquidity over the year-end. Scheduling of the forward auctions is still tentative and may be adjusted in response to financial market conditions.


FURTHER INFORMATION: Hillary Debenport Credit, Risk Management Department (314) 444-8488, or 1-800-333-0810, ext. 448488